Supplementary material
Detailed description of modelling methods
To estimate the HIV prevention impact of OST in Kenya, we developed a model of injecting and
sexual HIV transmission amongst PWID similar to a previous model published by the authors [1]. The
model schematic is shown in figure 1 in the main text, whereas the model equations and parameter
values are given below. The model divides the population into low and high risk PWID and nonPWID. Each of these is then divided into different HIV infection states as shown in Figure 1 and
described later in this section – in the technical model description. PWID can either be infected by
other PWID due to sexual or injection related HIV transmission, or by non-PWID due to sexual
related HIV transmission. A certain proportion of PWID are assumed to be high risk and have
heightened injection related risk behaviour whereas all PWID are assumed to have sexual risk. A
proportion of sexual contacts are assumed to occur amongst PWID and the remainder amongst nonPWID. The non-PWID model component is not modelled explicitly but just as a prevalence of HIV and
coverage of ART that varies over time.
One crucial but uncertain aspect when modelling the impact of OST in this setting is determining the
likely degree to which HIV transmission among PWID is sexually driven. We estimated the extent of
sexual HIV transmission occurring before PWID start injecting and assumed this same level of sexual
risk throughout their injecting career. The current yearly HIV incidence due to sexual HIV
transmission amongst PWID was estimated by calibrating a constant force of infection model to the
possible HIV prevalence amongst newly initiated PWID, while assuming sexual debut at 17 years and
initiation into injecting at 26 years [2-3]. A high HIV prevalence was assumed for new PWID in 2012,
with the model assuming double the 4% HIV prevalence observed amongst individuals of similar age
(25-29 years) in Nairobi at that time[2]. This heightened sexual risk amongst PWID is supported by
data among PWID from Tanzania suggesting sexual risk behaviour is a strong predictor of a PWID’s
HIV infection [4], as well as data from Nairobi and Tanzania showing that being female is a strong
predictor of PWID being HIV infected [4]. The same average incidence of sexual HIV transmission was
assumed to continue throughout a PWID’s injecting career, with the model’s probability of sexual
HIV transmission being calibrated to give this sexual related HIV incidence amongst PWID in 2012
when no injecting related HIV transmission is occurring within the model. The HIV prevalence
assumed for PWID when they start injecting was also used to estimate the HIV prevalence among
new initiates to injecting for recent years.
However, because HIV prevalence estimates in Kenya have been higher in the past, we also assumed
new initiates to injecting had higher HIV prevalence in the past [2, 5]. Using data from three general
population surveys [2], HIV prevalence trends from the UNAIDS Epidemic Projections Package [5]
were firstly adjusted to give estimates for Nairobi by weighting them by the changing ratio
difference between the HIV prevalence in Nairobi and the whole of Kenya [2], and secondly adjusted
for the skewed gender distribution of PWID (17% of PWID are female and 83% male [3]) and HIV
prevalence in Kenya [2]. These earlier HIV prevalence trends (shown in Supplementary figure 1) were
not further increased to account for PWID possibly having higher sexual risk due to the relative
agreement between these trends and the estimated HIV prevalence amongst non-injecting drug
users (13%) in 2003 [6]. As well as informing HIV prevalence estimates amongst new initiates to
injecting, these HIV prevalence trends were also used to give yearly specific sexual HIV incidence

estimates that were used to determine if the sexual HIV transmission probability for PWID had to be
increased in previous years.
The modelled HIV epidemic amongst PWID was initiated in 1999 [7] with an initial cohort of PWID
with 15% HIV prevalence to mimic the adjusted HIV prevalence of individuals aged 30-34 years in
Nairobi at that time [2, 5, 8]. The sexual transmission component of the model assumes that 5.4% of
PWID sexual partners are also PWID with the remainder being non-PWID [3]. The PWID sexual
partners that are PWID are assumed to be randomly selected from the PWID population with some
being HIV infected and on ART as defined by the model, whilst a proportion of the non-PWID sexual
partners are also assumed to be HIV infected and a proportion on ART, both of which vary over time
as current data suggest [5, 8] and shown in supplementary figure 1. The sexual HIV transmission
probability is then calibrated as described above. The injecting HIV transmission probability was then
varied to give a 20% HIV prevalence amongst PWID in 2014, as found in recent respondent driven
sampling (RDS) surveys in Nairobi [3]. Little data currently exists on the level of injecting
transmission risk heterogeneity amongst the PWID population in Nairobi, but because it has been
shown to be important in previous model analyses [9] it was incorporated here with 25% of PWID
having 3 fold higher transmission risk as found amongst PWID having insecure housing in a recent
PWID survey from Tanzania [4]. However, this should be seen as exploratory and will need to be
amended once Kenya specific data becomes available. The duration of injecting was assumed to be 6
years; consistent with data on the duration of current injecting in recent cross sectional surveys [3].
PWID infected with HIV are stratified into different stages, with new infections initially entering the
acute high viraemia phase of infection, then progressing to the latent phase of infection, where they
become eligible for ART, and then progressing to the pre-AIDS high viraemia phase of infection.
Individuals in this or the previous stage of infection can be recruited on to ART where they have
reduced infectivity and disease progression [10]. Conversely, the acute and pre-AIDS high viraemia
stages are both associated with increased infectivity [11]. The recruitment rate of PWID onto ART
was calibrated to qualitatively fit with the proportion of HIV infected PWID on ART, as estimated in
current research undertaken among the co-authors of 8% in 2012, 16% in 2013, and 29% in 2014 [3].
Because the level of viral suppression amongst these PWID was low (1/25) [3], we assumed a
relatively low efficacy of ART for reducing HIV infectivity of 58% as noted by a recent systematic
review of observation cohorts [12], and ART extending life by 15 years [13-15]. This parameter does
not affect our projections since our model assumes that PWIDs only inject for 6 years [3].
The baseline model assumes no coverage of OST, which is the national situation at the time of
writing. The model was used to consider the impact of OST scaling up over 2015 to 10%, 20% or 40%
of the PWID population, with OST assuming to reduce the risk of injecting related HIV transmission
by 50% as found in recent systematic review [16]. We estimate the impact of this scale-up in OST on
reducing HIV prevalence and incidence over 5, 10 and 20 years for both sexual HIV transmission
scenarios.
Technical model description
The model stratifies the PWID population into those that are susceptible to HIV infection (stage x)
and those that are HIV infected. The HIV infected population can either be in the initial high viraemia

phase of infection (stage h with average duration 1/ν), longer latent stage of low viraemia (stage y
with average duration 1/γ), a short late phase of high viraemia pre-AIDS (stage a with average
duration 1/η), or on ART (stage τ with average duration 1/Δ). PWID enter the population at a rate
Ω(t) that is set to maintain a constant population size before ART is initiated, with a proportion p0 of
these new injectors being HIV infected. Because these individuals are quite young and few PWID
were on ART before 2012[3] it was assumed that none of the incoming HIV infected injectors were
on ART. PWID can be recruited onto ART (at a rate r) once they enter the long latent phase of HIV,
upon which they have reduced infectivity (cofactor ω). Those in the initial and late phases of high
viraemia have heightened transmission (cofactors δ and θ respectively) compared to the injection
and sexual related infection rate of those in the latent phase of HIV (βinj and βsex). OST is assumed to
have specific coverage level o(t) that varies and reduces injection related HIV transmission by
cofactor ψo. OST is not modelled explicitly because PWID move in and out of OST and so
incorporating them as average coverage levels is a reasonable approximation. The model also
stratifies the PWID into those with low and high injecting risk (denoted by the subscript j=0 for low
risk and 1 for high risk, with Hi being the initial proportion of PWID in each), with the injection
related risk of HIV transmission among susceptible PWID in the high-risk strata being a factor (m)
greater than amongst the low risk PWID. The model assumes a proportion (ε) of the transmission
events of PWID in a specific injecting risk state are with PWID from that same risk state (like-withlike mixing), and then the remaining transmission events are spread across PWID from any injecting
risk state proportional to the overall relative frequency of transmission events for PWID in that state.
Sexual HIV transmission amongst PWID is modelled simply with a proportion of sexual contacts
being with PWID randomly assigned to all PWID, and the remaining ones being amongst non-PWID.
The HIV prevalence amongst the non-PWID is a time varying function with a a time varying
proportion being on ART. The model equations are included below:
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Where Φ (t) is the protective effect of OST and has the following form where the coverage of OST is
o and varies over time:
 (t )  1  o   o  o ,
And λsex and λinj are the sexual and injecting force of infection for HIV transmission which have the
following form:
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Where N is the total PWID population size (N=x+h+y+a+τ), N0 and N1 are the population sizes of the
low and high risk groups, and ε is the degree to which PWID have injection related transmission
events with PWID of the same risk strata. The inflow into the PWID population (Ω(t)) is defined as
below where a is the number that would be in the AIDS state if no ART were present:
 (t )   N   a

Supplementary table 1: Model parameters
Model parameter
Behavioural and epidemiological parameters for PWID
Average duration inject in years (1/μ)

Value used
6

Proportion of sexual contacts with PWID (ρ)
Percentage of PWID defined as high-risk (H1)
Factor increase in injection related HIV transmission risk if high-risk
(m)
Proportion of PWID that mix like-with-like to form injecting
partnerships (ε)

5.4%
25%
3

Year injecting drug use started in Nairobi
Seed HIV prevalence in 1996 (y0)

1999
15%

HIV prevalence amongst new injectors (p0(t))

Parameters for non-PWID
HIV prevalence in non-PWID sexual contacts (p1(t))

0.5

See Figure
below (8%
in 2012)

See Figure
below

Proportion of HIV infected non-PWID sexual contacts on ART (T(t))
HIV 'biological' model parameters
Injection related infection rate per month in latent phase of HIV (βinj)

0.0025

Sexual related infection rate per month in latent phase of HIV (βsex)

0.0164

Cofactor increase in HIV transmission probability during:
Initial acute phase of high viraemia (δ)
Pre-AIDS phase of high viraemia (θ)
Duration of initial acute phase of high viraemia in years (1/δ)
Duration of pre-AIDS phase of high viraemia in years (1/η)
Duration of latent phase in years (1/γ)
Model intervention effectiveness parameters
Relative HIV infection rate while on ART compared to latent phase
transmission probability (ω)

Data source
TLC data gives about 5 years
amongst current injectors[3]
[3]
[4]
[4]
No data but given relatively
high value to be conservative
[17]
[7]
HIV prevalence in 1999 [5]
weighted for Nairobi and
PWID gender ratio [18]
Set to be double HIV
prevalence amongst
individuals of that age range
(25-29 years) [18]
[5, 8]
[5, 8]
Varied to give 20% HIV
prevalence amongst PWID in
2014 after sexual HIV
transmission is calibrated
Varied to give same incidence
amongst PWID in 2012 (when
no injecting risk) as gives 8%
HIV prevalence after 9 years
of sexual activity from age 17
to 26 when start injecting
drug use [3]

26
7
0.25
0.75
9.4

[11]
[11]
[11]
[11]
[19]

0.42

No data for PWID – Low
efficacy assumed [12] because
of low level of viral
suppression [12, 20-26];
PWID have lower survival on
ART than non-PWID [13-15,
27]
[16]

Average survival time with HAART in years (1/Δ)

15

Relative infection rate if susceptible IDU is currently on OST (Ψo)

0.5

Supplementary Figure 1: Time varying functions for HIV prevalence amongst new PWID (p0(t)) or
non-PWID sexual contacts of the same age (p1(t)) and coverage of ART in HIV infected non-PWID
(T(t))
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Supplementary Figure 2: Model fit to available HIV prevalence data and projected impact of 40%
coverage of OST on HIV prevalence and incidence over time.
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Supplementary figure 3: Sensitivity analysis on the projected relative decrease in HIV prevalence
and incidence after 10 years due to scaling up OST in Nairobi to 40% of PWID. Parameter
assumptions are described in the figure (with parameters defined in Supplementary Table 1) and
main text methods section.
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